Patient tells reception that she wants a referral when she books appointment.

MAP KEY
Receptionist creates appointment
and notes the request in the appt details

Rounded rectangles: tracked in EMR
Squared rectangles: not tracked
Hexagons: Key Controls (audit term)
Octagons: significant events

Patient tells LPN that she wants a referral to a specialist, when taken into exam room

During
First
Visit

LPN creates Visit
and notes request in text

Patient tells resident that she wants a referral to a specialist, when first seen.

Resident makes note in Visit
narrative of desire for referral

Resident discusses request for consult with Preceptor

Resident creates Task or Consult
(or both, or converts from one to another Task type)
about this referral.

Resident creates referral letter
and attaches key information from the EMR
to the Task (summary, lab results, xrays etc)
rework

Resident forwards Task to Preceptor

Preceptor sends back
to Resident
for improvements

Preceptor reviews Task and letter
then forwards it to the MOA

After
First
Visit

MOA books any needed investigations or imaging then
forwards the Task to Central Referrals booking clerk.

rework

Central Referrals consults her personal database/list/reference set for how this kind of referral is processed.

CR checks whether the correct forms have been completed, whether letter has been completed and if the needed data is attached.

CR sends back
to Preceptor
for improvements

rework

CR sends referral to relevant specialist office
or wait-list management system (WLMS)
Specialist office confirms receipt of request and may provide estimated wait time.

SpecOff Clerk sends back
to referring office
for improvements
Specialist office clerk creates new record with details of request,
and attaches the information that has been sent.
Reviews the data for completeness.

SpecOff Clerk triages (or their wait-list management system does) the request into a ranked list.

External
to
EMR

WLMS notifies the SpecOff Clerk and/or the patient of their impending appointment.

Patient sees
specialist.

Specialist makes notes about visit,
and creates a Consult letter
summarizing their findings and recommendations.

SpecOff Clerk sends Consult letter to originating primary care office.

Faxed letter is scanned into EMR.

Letter is attached to relevant Task by MOA

After
specialist
visit

MOA sends updated Task
to Preceptor or MRP

Preceptor opens Task and reads Consult letter

Preceptor forwards Task to MOA
with instructions for next steps:
call patient in; file it away; etc

MOA calls patient
and updates Task

Patient calls reception and books appointment

Receptionist creates appointment
and notes the visit purpose in the appt details

Patient tells LPN that she wants to discuss the referral to the specialist, when taken into exam room

LPN creates Visit
and notes request in text
During
Second
Visit

Patient tells resident that she wants discuss the referral to the specialist, when first seen.

Resident makes note in Visit narrative

Resident discusses consult with Preceptor

Preceptor closes referral Task as completed.

